COUNTY & JUDGE STRIKE BALLOT MEASURES

SUPERVISOR KARL FISHER LIES: SAYS DID NOT SUE FOR DAMAGES & ATTY FEES
The people’s right to vote
at the ballot box is in peril.
From Mission Hills to Fresno to Trinity County a legal
maneuver is being used to
disenfranchize the electorate from the long time established initiative process in
California. As Cal WATCHDOG in Sacramento reports:
All Californians could see
their petition powers diminished, if a state appellate
court doesn’t act quickly on
a lawsuit to stop strong-arm
tactics by the city of Fresno.

But when the taxpayers tried
to circulate a petition to overturn the mayor’s plan, the
city took the extraordinary
step of refusing to grant the

petition a title and summary.
Without a title and summary,
the group couldn’t collect the
necessary signatures to get
a referendum on the ballot.
The move appears to be a direct violation of the California Constitution. Section 3 of
Article 13C states that “the
initiative power shall not be
prohibited or otherwise limited in matters of reducing
or repealing any local tax,
assessment, fee or charge.”
Not content to block the initiative, the city went a step
further: It sued the taxpayers.
“The City anticipates Initiative Proponents will continue to advocate for the

Initiative and its submission to
the voters,” its lawsuit states. “By
seeking pre-election relief, the
City hopes to avoid the cost and
expense of submitting an illegal
and invalid Initiative to voters.”
Sounds strangely familiar. On Januaury 13th, Trinity County hired
a outside Judge, retired Judge William Abel to preside over the two
lawsuits the county brought against
the proponents who legally placed
the two initiatives “We the People
Act” and “Forest Fire Prevention Act” on the June ballot. The
suit asked for $25,000 from each
proponent plus attorneys fees and
court costs. Supervisor Karl Fisher
sent out an email to a select few
District 3 constituents claiming

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
VOTES UNANIMOUSLY TO

LIMIT DEER TAG TO 1

The Board of Supervisors voted Jan. 28th to limit

elk and deer tags at the recommendation of Hayfork
Supervisor John Fenley who sits on the County Fish
& Game Advisory Commission. Aong the suggestions implemented are: re-establish B-2 as a separately managed hunting zone; Eliminate the two
deer tag allotment and establish one deer tag allocation for B-2; establish a tag quota for B -2 based on
recent biological deer herd data; Reduce the length
of the B-2 deer season by one
week, starting the season on the last Saturday in
September and closing on the last Sunday in October (30 days); Implement an archery only deer tag.
documents are vague as to what the intent is other
than to decrease and limit elk tags as in this excerpt
from letters fromocumentation provided by and
supported by Supervisor John Fenley: “As for the
changes to the elk tags, We have partnered with the
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation and have assisted
continued on page 4

SUPERVISOR FENLEY HAS EMOTIONAL
TANTRUM IN ANSWER TO 4TH RECALL

Proponents filed with the
Elections Office for the 4th
time a Notice of Intent to
Recall Hayfork Supervisor
John Fenley February 6th
serving Fenley. Elections
Officer Deanna Bradford issued a Notice of Sufficiency
letter to the Proponents that
the signatories were sufficient and that sample petitions and proof of publication deadline is Febraury
17th. This deadline is
contrary to state law that
gives a deadline of 17 days.
Proponents have requested
a clarification. John Fenley
filed his answer attack-

ing proponents persnally
rather than responding to the
reasons for recall. His rant
includes “... their delusional
propaganda dressed up as
an intent to recall me. It is
filled with half-truths, misinformation downright lies... “
The grounds for the recall
are as follows:
•Created 5% automatic pay
increase every 6 months for
County Department heads,
when costs were not accurately identified which could
move salaries an additional
20% or more in the next
several years. •Cost taxpayers approximately $220,000

in settlement of a lawsuit which
attempted to deny a Deputy their
First Amendment Right of Freedom of Speech.
•Using County funds to sue
proponents who placed two duly
qualified initiatives on the ballot
for the amount of $200,000, plus
court costs and attorney fees.
•Failure to defend 4th Amendment rights of the People by
allowing County staff to illegally
enter private property without
a warrant signed by an elected
judge.
•Disregarding fiduciary responsibilities and re-routing county
road funds to the Eastside Con©Aunti-Tyranni
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APPARENT VOTER FRAUD
and “money grows on trees”
lawsuits, and the Bypass that
IN TRINITY COUNTY
magically popped up again after The following is the text of my complaint to
PUBLIC SERVICES: no one wanted it, (Didn’t we
the California Secretary of State, Debra Bowen,
AN OXYMORON vote that down a few years ago?) regarding the erroneous information in my voter
and the Lets Shut Mark Potts
registration file:
Over the years I’ve been to
ATTACHMENT TO STATE OF CALIFORNIA ELECTION
Can we call Public Services Up campaign and the missing
county
money
“woops”
and
the
VOTER COMPLAINT FORM
a lot of places in the world: be- ‘Public’ if citizens cannot use
fore, during and after my army them? Is it a ‘Service’ if the One Time taxes and the endless Feb. 2, 2014 - BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
service. Not one place I have information you do receive, is fines and the Three Minute speak February 1, 2013- moved to Hayfork, Trinity
County from Ventura County.
been except Trinity County, wrong? I have made several trips time and the list goes on and “I
have I ever seen public build- to the County Clerk/Recorder/ swear” on and on! What is wrong February 24, 2013- registered to vote in Trinity Cty
April 30, 2013- closed escrow on a rental property
ings like courthouses, librar- Assessors office to research our with this picture? I’m not goies or police stations owned property. Since they are only ing to speak for the people who at 52 Humbolt Street, Hayfork, Trinity County.
by anyone except the govern- open 2 hours a day, it takes sev- think all is well in Shangri La La COMPLAINT:
In January, 2014, I wanted to sign a letter of Intent
ment. For at least 60 years, the eral visits to do this. Last week Land and I love Trinity County.
to Recall the Trinity County supervisor for my dishayfork Library has been in I was finally back to the 1930’s. I am going to speak for myself
trict (district 5, Hayfork). To verify that my address
rental buildings. The Hayfork When I asked for the books that and the people of Trinity County
and signature would be valid, I checked the voter
Sheriff’s sub-station is rented. are pre 1930’s I was informed who are so done with the politi- registration roll provided by the person collecting
The Welfare Palace Complex that those books (which are on cal crapola (Sorry Mom) that we the signatures. I found that the voter roll listed my
in Weaverville has been rented the upper shelves) can only be are having to wade through to
residence as 52 Humbolt Street, Hayfork CA. When
for at least 25 years or more accessed by the County Clerk/ get to get anything done. Don’t
I originally registered, I listed my residence as [adfor $8,000.00 per month. The Recorder/Assessor or her as- the supervisors get it? We don’t dress deleted], Hayfork CA. I have never lived at 52
citizens of this county have sistant. Since Deanna Bradford like the way you are running
Humbolt Street. As you can see from the background
been bled dry for rents when, was not there, the staff person this county! Blatant disregard by information above, I didn’t even own the property
via eminent domain and mort- asked her assistant. The mes- the supervisors is what I call it.
at 52 Humbolt Street at the time I originally regisgage bonds we could have had sage that came back was that When one of our most respected tered. I asked the acting County Registrar of Voters, Deanna Bradford, about the discrepancy when
every public building bought those (public) books are not ac- citizens, Attorney Al Wilkins
I re-registered (in person) on January 21, 2014. I
and paid for years ago. In this cessible to the public and if I writes a letter to the Trinity
was told that “a file clerk had changed my address
Journal
regarding
the
needless
latest instance, hocking the wanted that information I could
courthouse and juvenile center contact (hire) **** Title Com- Bypass won’t someone listen? Be of record because a property tax exemption was
is contemptible and accord- pany. Gee, if I had the money careful Al a supervisor might add filed on the Humbolt Street property”. The property
ing to my research is illegal. to pay someone to research my you to the “scary people” list for tax exemption on the Humbolt Street property was
Public buildings can only be property I would not have spent speaking against a royal project! filed by the previous owner before we purchased
the property. I was never informed that my admortgaged when being built days and days, in 2 hour chunks, Off with your head! . Who has
dress had been changed from my original voter
and cannot be entailed later researching it myself! In just one time to stand around being scary
registration form. The Humbolt Street property
for any reason except for an room we have: County property and complaining about stuff. See
is in district 3, not district 5 where I actually live.
overhaul/repair of the build- documents that you can see but what I mean? There are NO scary I looked on the State of California web site, which
ing itself-- not to pay other cannot use, a State mandated people, just concerned people.
contains access to state law, and found the Elections
county bills. Normally, a mea- ‘Law Library’ that we can’t use Take this seriously supervisors
Code. Section 2102 states, “Whenever a voter, besure will be put on the ballot (if it even exists), AND a voter the unhappy constituents you
tween the time of that person’s last voter registrarequesting approval to issue roll that is so messed up it has hear from are just the tip of the
tion and the time for the closing of registration for
municipal bonds for various people registered in two differ- iceberg. There are folks in the
any given election, has changed his or her residence
building projects -- approval ent places on the same roll and background just waiting to pick address by moving, the voter shall execute a new
by the citizens. If approved, people registered where they up a pen and sign a petition or
affidavit of registration or a notice or a letter of the
change of address as permitted in Section 2119 . . .
those bonds are to be placed never lived. Notwithstanding vote given the opportunity. Oh
.” Section 18501 states, “Any public official who
on the open market for anyone whether any of this is legal or by the way, just a little public
knowingly violates any of the provisions of this
service
announcement.
Those
to purchase. What we have not…what the heck!
chapter, and thereby aids in any way the illegal
in Trinity County who are reghere, a case of a private bond Kay Graves
casting or attempting to cast a vote, or who conistered
to
vote,
please
talk
to
sale to only certain parties and Lewiston
Clerk/ Recorder/ Assessor/Voter nives to nullify any of the provisions of this chapnot approved by vote of the
Registrar Deanna Bradford and ter in order that fraud may be perpetrated, shall
people, looks like a case of
make sure your voter information forever be disqualified from holding office in this
RICO: Racketeer - Influenced
state and upon conviction shall be sentenced to a
is correct. There seems to be a
& Corrupt Organizations Act.
glitch in the system and any peti- state prison for 16 months or two or three years.”
A criminal conspiracy by the
By arbitrarily changing my address of record, the
tion you sign will be rejected and
BOS & the bond-buyers to
Registrar of Voters has violated my civil rights by
added to the pile. One last thing
defraud the citizens of Trinity
causing my signature on any petition to be invalI would much rather be a turkey
County. This is a violation of
id. I am not the only one. While helping to colthan a lemming blindly following lect signatures I found several other voters in Trinity
the Federal Law and the FBI Once again and again and
the supervisors in a mass migra- County have had their voter registration informaought to investigate it. Recall again the will of the people of
the BOS? They should go to a Trinity County is “BYPASSED” tion off the proverbial cliff.
tion changed without notification. This is a very
Say what? O.K. so forget the 13
Federal prison.
serious matter. There is the appearance of possiJana Reese
Carolyn Munn failed recall attempts for a minble misconduct by the Registrar of Voters in TrinDouglas City
ute and the BOS Full House of
Hayfork
ity County. An inquiry into this matter would be
disgruntled “dangerous people”
greatly appreciated by the voters in Trinity County.
I urge all voters in Trinity County: check your voter
TRINITY GAZETTE
Disclaimer: This paper does not advocate or endorse any activities that are registration information if you are signing any petiTrinity County’s
in violation of Federal, State, or Local laws.
tion. If your information is incorrect, re-register (by
Real News Source
Title 17 U.S.C. section 107: In compliance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section
mail or in person at the County courthouse in WeaverAddress all mail to:
107, TRINITY GAZETTE is distributed free, without profit to those who
ville 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM daily). If you sign a peTrinity Gazette
have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for
tition and the information on your voter registration
P O Box 501 research and educational purposes. All logos and trademarks in this site
does not match what’s on your voter registration exare property of their respective owner.
Hayfork, Calif. 96041
actly, your signature will be disqualified and thrown
FAIR USE NOTICE: This site contains copyrighted material the use of
For customer service,
out! If you wish to file a complaint with the CaliforSUBSCRIPTIONS and news which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright owner.
nia Secretary of State, the link below is for the ElecWe are making such material available in our efforts to advance undertips call: (650) 296-2169 or
standing of environmental, political, human rights, economic, democracy, tion Voter Complaint Form. Let your voice count.
email to
(https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/fraud-complaints/
wethepeople2007@gmail.com scientific, and social justice issues, etc. We believe this constitutes a ‘fair
use’ of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the pdfs/english-voter-fraud-complaint-form.pdf)
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follows that schedule will be marched on Washington. Out of
It’s Time for ‘Militant Nonviolent Resistance’
completely controlled by their work, destitute and with families to

By John W. Whitehead
WASHINGTON, DC —
“Everywhere... time is winding
up,” in the words of one of our
spirituals, “corruption in the
land, people take a stand, time is
winding up.”—M.L. King Jr.
We now live in a two-tiered
system of governance. There are
two sets of laws: one set for the
government and its corporate allies, and another set for you and
me. The laws which apply to the
majority of the population allow
the government to do things like
sending SWAT teams crashing
through your door in the middle
of the night, rectally probing
you during a roadside stop, or
listening in on your phone calls
and reading all of your email
messages, confiscating your
property, or indefinitely detaining you in a military holding
cell. These are the laws which are
executed every single day against
a population which has up until
now been blissfully ignorant of the
radical shift taking place in American government. Then there are
the laws constructed for the elite,
which allow bankers who crash
the economy to walk free. They’re
the laws which allow police officers to avoid prosecution when
they shoot unarmed citizens, strip
search non-violent criminals, or
taser pregnant women on the side
of the road, or pepper spray peaceful protestors. These are the laws
of the new age we are entering,
an age of neo-feudalism, in which
corporate-state rulers dominate
the rest of us, where the elite create the laws which can result in a
person being jailed for possessing
a small amount of marijuana while
bankers that launder money for
drug cartels walk free. In other
words, we have moved into an age
where we are the slaves and they
are the rulers.
Unfortunately, this two-tiered
system of government has been
a long time coming. As I detail
in my book A Government of
Wolves: The Emerging American
Police State, the march toward an
imperial presidency, to congressional intransigence and impotence,
to a corporate takeover of the
mechanisms of government, and
the division of America into haves
and have nots has been building
for years.
Thus we now find ourselves at a
point where, for the first time in
history, Congress is dominated
by a majority of millionaires who
are, on average, 14 times wealthier
than the average American. Making matters worse, as the Center
for Responsive Politics reports,
“at a time when lawmakers are
debating issues like unemployment benefits, food stamps and
the minimum wage, which affect
people with far fewer resources,
as well as considering an overhaul
of the tax code,” our so-called
representatives are completely out
of touch with the daily struggles
of most Americans--those who
live from paycheck to paycheck
and are caught in the exhausting
struggle to survive on a day-to-day
basis. Indeed, although America
is supposed to be a representative

republic, these people-- who earn
six-figure salaries and inhabit
a world exempt from parking
tickets, where gym membership
is free and health care is secondto-none, where you only have to
work two, maybe three days a
week and get 32 fully reimbursed
road trips home a year, travel to
foreign lands, discounts in Capitol Hill tax-free shops and restaurants, free reserved parking at
Washington National Airport, free
fresh-cut flowers from the Botanic Gardens, and free assistance in
the preparation of income taxes-neither represent nor serve the
American people. They have instead appointed themselves our
masters. While Congress should
be America’s representative body,
too many of its members bear
little resemblance to those they
have been elected to represent.
As Dan Eggen reports for The
Washington Post: “The new
figures underscore a long-standing trend of wealth accumulation
in Congress, which is populated
overwhelmingly with millionaires
and near-millionaires who often
own multiple homes and other
assets out of reach for most of
the voters they represent.” Many
of our politicians live like kings.
Chauffeured around in limousines, flying in private jets and
eating gourmet meals, all paid for
by the American taxpayer, they
are far removed from those they
are supposed to represent. Such a
luxurious lifestyle makes it difficult to identify with the “little
guy”--the roofers, plumbers
and blue-collar workers who
live from paycheck to paycheck
and keep the country running
with their hard-earned dollars
and the sweat of their brows.
The unfortunate but simple fact
is that the rich sit perched at the
top of the government. As Joseph
Stiglitz writes for Vanity Fair:
Virtually all U.S. senators, and
most of the representatives in
the House, are members of the
top 1 percent when they arrive,
are kept in office by money from
the top 1 percent, and know that
if they serve the top 1 percent
well they will be rewarded by the
top 1 percent when they leave
office. By and large, the key
executive-branch policymakers
on trade and economic policy
also come from the top 1 percent.
When pharmaceutical companies
receive a trillion-dollar gift-through legislation prohibiting
the government, the largest buyer
of drugs, from bargaining over
price--it should not come as cause
for wonder. It should not make
jaws drop that a tax bill cannot
emerge from Congress unless big
tax cuts are put in place for the
wealthy. Given the power of the
top 1 percent, this is the way you
would expect the system to work.
Sadly, electoral politics have been
so thoroughly corrupted by corporate money that there is little
chance, even for a well-meaning
person, to affect any real change
through Congress. Whether it be
the Oval Office or the halls of
Congress, the road to the ballot box is an expensive one, and

only the wealthy, or those
feed, more than 10,000 veterans set
staff, handed statements that
supported by the wealthy, are their staff prepared, speaking up tent cities in the nation’s capital
even able to get to the starting from talking points they get
and refused to leave until the govline. Just consider the 2012
ernment agreed to pay the bonuses
emailed from leadership... It
presidential election cycle.
really does affect how mem- they had been promised as a reward
Both parties spent $1 bilfor their services. The Senate voted
bers of Congress behave if
lion each attempting to get the most important thing they against paying them immediately,
their candidate elected to
think about is fundraising. You but the protesters didn’t budge.
the presidency. This money end up being nice to people
Congress adjourned for the summer,
came from rich donors and that probably somebody needs and still the protesters remained
corporate sponsors, intent to be questioning skeptically… encamped. Finally, on July 28,
on getting their candidate in You won’t ask tough questions under orders from President Herbert
office. Once in office, these in hearings that might disHoover, the military descended with
already privileged wealthy
please potential contributors, tanks and cavalry, beating some
bureaucrats enter into a life
won’t support amendments that protesters senseless and setting their
of even greater privilege,
might anger them, will tend to makeshift camps on fire. Still, the
unfortunately at the expense vote the way contributors want protesters returned the following
of the American taxpayer. It you to vote. What we are faced year, and eventually their efforts not
doesn’t even seem to matter with is a government by oligar- only succeeded in securing payment
whether they’re Democrats or chy--in other words, one that is of the bonuses but contributed to the
Republicans--they all take full of the rich, by the rich and for passage of the G.I. Bill of Rights.
advantage of what one news the rich. Yet the Constitution’s Similarly, the Civil Rights Movereport described as “a moun- Preamble states that it is “we ment mobilized hundreds of thoutain of perks that most Forsands of people to strike at the core
the people” who are suptune 500 companies couldn’t posed to be running things. If of an unjust and discriminatory
begin to rival.”
our so-called “representative society. Likewise, while the 1960s
Even President Obama’s
government” is to survive, we anti-war movement began with a
closest advisers are million- must first wrest control of our few thousand perceived radicals, it
aires, including those on his government from the wealthy ended with hundreds of thousands
15-member cabinet. It is not elite who run it. That is a prob- of protesters, spanning all walks of
unusual for some of them to lem with no easy solutions, and life, demanding the end of American
own vacation homes, such as voting is the least of what we military aggression abroad.
Kathleen Sebelius, secretary should be doing.
What these movements had was a
of Health and Human Ser“What they don’t want,” noted coherent message, the mass movices, who owns a “summer comedian George Carlin, is “a bilization of a large cross section
home worth more than a mil- population of citizens capable of American society, what Martin
lion dollars.” And then there of critical thinking. They don’t Luther King Jr. called a philosophy
are the lobbyists, the source want well-informed, wellof “militant nonviolent resistance”
of much corruption and exand an eventual convergence on
educated people capable of
changing of money in Wash- critical thinking. They’re not the nation’s seat of power—Washington. With an estimated 26 interested in that. That doesn’t ington, DC—the staging ground
lobbyists per congressman,
help them. That’s against their for the corporate coup, where the
it should come as no surprise interests.”
shady deals are cut, where lobbythat once elected, even those A population of citizens capa- ists and politicians meet, and where
with the best of intentions
ble of critical thinking? That’s corporate interests are considered
seem to find it hard to resist a good place to start, and it’s above all else. It is no coincidence
the lure of lobbyist dollars, of a sure-fire way to jumpstart a that just prior to his assassination in
which there are plenty to go revolution. As Abraham Lin- April 1968, King was plotting “to
around. This lobbying is in
coln said, “Wise men estab- build a shantytown in Washington,
turn buoyed by a congressio- lished these great self-evident patterned after the bonus marches
nal lifestyle which demands truths, that when in the dis- of the thirties, to dramatize how
that our representatives spend tant future some man, some many people have to live in slums
the majority of their time fund faction, some interest, should in our nation.” King’s advice still
raising for campaigns, rather set up the doctrine that none rings true: “We need to put pressure
than responding to the needs but rich men, or none but
on Congress to get things done. We
of their constituents. In No- white men, were entitled to will do this with First Amendment
vember 2012, the Democratic life, liberty and the pursuit activity. If Congress is unresponHouse leadership offered a
of happiness, their posterity sive, we’ll have to escalate in order
model daily schedule to newly should look up again at the to keep the issue alive and before it.
elected Democrats which
Declaration of Independence This action may take on disruptive
suggests a ten-hour day, five and take courage to renew
dimensions, but not violent in the
hours of which are dominated the battle which their fathers sense of destroying life or property:
by “call time” and “strategic began.” Inspiring words, but it will be militant nonviolence.”
outreach,” including fund
what do they really mean for The balance of power that was once
raisers and correspondence
those of us laboring under the a hallmark of our republic no longer
with potential donors. Three weight of an overreaching, mil- exists. James Madison’s warnor four hours are for actuing that “the accumulation of
itarized, corrupt government
ally doing the job they were that grows increasingly so with all powers, legislative, executive,
elected to do, such as attend- each passing day? How can
and judiciary, in the same hands,
ing committee meetings,
we change this state of affairs? whether of one, a few, or many,
voting on legislation, and
The government is too big, too and whether hereditary, self-apinteracting with constituents. powerful, and its overlords too pointed, or elected, may justly be
When half of one’s time is
pronounced the very definition of
entrenched to willingly give
devoted to asking for money up any of its power or wealth. tyranny” has, regrettably come to
from rich individuals and
pass. Clearly, it’s time for a mass
The wisest option is to emspecial interests, there is no ploy the tactics of past protest movement dedicated to change
way that he can respond to the movements such as the Bonus through “militant nonviolence.”
problems which pervade the Army, the Civil Rights Move- If not, the shadow of tyranny that
country. Even well-meaning ment, and the 1960s anti-war now hangs over us will eventually
Congressmen face a Catchmovement, all of which used destroy every last semblance of
22 where they are pushed
sleep-ins, sit-ins and marches freedom.
to fundraise to secure their
“We know through painful
to oppose government policies,
seats, but then once in office, counter injustice and bring
experience that freedom is never
it is basically impossible for about meaningful change. For voluntarily given by the oppressor,”
them to do their jobs. The
example, in May of 1932, more Martin Luther King Jr. warned
in his “Letter from a Birmingham
full ramifications of this are than 43,000 people, dubbed
laid out by Rep. Brad Miller the Bonus Army—World War Jail.” “It must be demanded by the
oppressed.”
(D-NC): Any member who
I veterans and their families—

3rd COUNTY JOINS 51st STATE SPLIT FROM CALIFORNIA
By Liz Bowen, Jefferson News Service

The movement to create a 51st State vote on the withdrawal. Mark Baird

and leaders of the Jefferson DeclaraAround the turn of the century this
Through the years the people of Hayfork
tion County Committees have since
building was moved from the Harrison
saw the building as a cardroom, Bar, residence
held Town Hall meetings in four other
Gulch area to its present location. It was
and Judge Ted Kosak’s courtroom (Malcolm
counties. Shasta County held a meetfirst used as a doctor’s office, two days a
Kosack’s father). In 1955, Irene Applegate
ing in Anderson with over 350 people
week, by Doc. Muller and then by the
remodeled the building into a cafe and gave
attending, including several county
Forest Service. Lee Montgomery remembers it its present name. Irene & Jack ran the cafe
supervisors and city council members.
his aunt, Harriel McCrackin living here as until 1978 when Dick & Darlene Herrick took
Del Norte County in the far west corearly as 1908. On October 13th, 1919 it was over. Late in 1980, ownership passes to Craig &
ner saw another packed room of over
opened as Hayfork High School and used for Bambi Hair, who look forward to another 25
300 people attend a meeting on Feb.
that purpose into the 30’s. Lena Glass moved years of serving friends with Irne’s traditional
4th in Crescent City, which Del Norte
in the family and ran the library, Red Cross home cooking and family atmosphere, it gets a
Cty. Sheriff Dean Wilson also spoke
and the telephone swotchboard from the
little crowded at times, but that’s because
in favor of creating the 51st state.
front room.
“we’re not the biggest - just the best”
Then on Feb. 9th, a multi-county
meeting for Yuba and Sutter Counties
was held with 500 people showing
support for splitting from the tyranny
of California. Videos are available of Continued from Page 1-- the DFW through our grant program with
these meetings on the JeffersonDe- GPS and radio tracking collars to determine herd activity. Unfortunateclaration.net website, when you click ly, over the past two years no elk have been collared. The biological elk
the “video” tab at the top. What is the herd data for Trinity County is currently very limited in nature. If you
reasoning for the withdrawal from were to ask our local DFW biologists on any of the basic herd analysis
California? Loss of equal representa- i.e., calf survival, cow to bull ratio, overall herd mortality, etc., they
tion is the main issue. And because would be unable to provide these answers. Now, without any scientific
rural counties do not have a foot in data, the DFW have exponentially increased the southern boundary for
the door for equal representation, ag- the Marble Mountain elk hunt to State Hwy 36 in Northwestern Tehama
gressive regulations have resulted County. The vast geographical size and diversity ofthis expanded elk
that are destroying economies, com- zone is not biologically sound in todays world of wildlife management.”
munities and livelihoods. Restora- An out of area hunter commented on the news, “It’s shocking that the
tion of representative government un- Trinity Journal has not run any article on an issue that will greatly
der the U.S. Constitution is the goal.
effect both hunters and the county ecomony in general.

of the USA is on a roll as a third
county approved the Declaration to
withdraw from the State of California on Jan. 21, 2014. Glenn County
Board of Supervisors voted 5-0 making a statement of huge dissatisfaction with legislators in California’s
capitol. Mike Murray, chairman of
the Glenn County Supervisors said,
“This is sending notice to the state
that we’re tired of being their victim.
We are a byproduct of whatever the
urban areas want – the L.A. basin, San
Francisco – they have more representatives.” Mark Baird, spokesman for
the Jefferson Declaration Committee,
praised the vote by the Glenn County
Supervisors for their “courageous”
decision. He added that the California Debt Clock on the “U.S. Debt
Clock.org” site shows California is
over $419 billion in debt – “clearly
proving that California is a sinking
ship.” Glenn County joins Siskiyou
and Modoc County Supervisors that
approved Declarations to withdraw
from the State of California in September 2013. In December 2013, Tehama County Supervisors voted to
place a measure on the June 3, 2014
ballot for the citizens of the county to

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS VOTES
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The BOS has no clue-- if the county was a business, it
would be bankrupt-- it’s a joke.” An oldtime retired hunter
added, “We had in the 1990’s a blue tongue virus attack on
the black tail population of the 9 counties area. This screw
worm enters thru the hoofs and attacks the nerves-- death
within 10 days. I wonder if Dept of Game kept any kill
statistics. As a hunter of this species and land manager of
400,000 acres for southern pacific land company, I worked
with USFS on the checker board ownership and know that
at least 50% to 80% of the 8 major migrating herds in trinity county were killed. Therefore hunters with deer tags
H
kills % dropped
for the number of tags issued.
UTAdrastically
No mention of this in the commission reports. Yes ,they
screwed the people out of an extra deer. The dept has no
herd management data – they are the elite code enforcement officers –look out!
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TRINITY COUNTY DA ATTEMPTS TO ARREST
WEAVERVILLE Widow FOR TRASH ON BACKYARD DECK

Randall Davis, longtime resident of Weaverdeck was over 150 feet from the East Weaver
ville, disabled veteran and dredging miner, mem- Creek behind the Davis home. The vehicle in
ber of Shasta Mining Club for 30 years, was di- question had been Randall’s small pick-up for
agnosed with cancer in March 2012. Randall and mining trips and it had been removed by Doughis wife of 30 years, Donna, moved in with their las City garage two weeks prior. It had been
family in Shasta County to begin chemotherapy. fully registered up until its removal and was not
Donna would accompany him on the long trips an abandoned vehicle. Randall’s equipment in
to San Diego for treatment, back and forth they the backyard was also not abandoned but Donna
went together, as they had for a lifetime-- togeth- had no choice but to have it removed as scrap
er. On March 3rd, 2013, Randall passed from
this earth. Meanwhile, the Davis home was literally and figuratively underwater: the pipes had
burst while they were away destroying the interior of the home and their mortgage was upside
down. Foreclosure was begun and Donna had
to fight for her widow’s benefits from the Veterans Adminstration, succeeding only with help
from U.S. Congressman Doug LaMalfa’s office
but too late to save the home. On October 15th
Donna received a notice from Peter Hedtke, the
Director of Trinity County Building & Development Services, Environmental Health Division,
stating that refuse on her backyard deck must be
abated. Donna immediately called Hedtke and he
demanded that abatement be completed within
3 days. Donna informed Hedtke that she was
metal. The volunteers tidied up the front and
living in Shasta, and was scheduled for surgery
backyard even in the rain. Inquiries by Donna’s
and would be unable to comply until her recovCongressman’s office to the Calif. Fish & Game
ery from surgery. Donna then received a call
revealed that their dept. was not pursuing these
from Brad Stratham of California Fish & Game
alleged violations but that it was the doing of the
who asked when she would have the refuse on
Trinity County District Attorney’s office. Donna
her deck removed. She advised that she should
still awaits her trial for these two misdemeanors
be able to begin work at the home by the end of
which if found guilty would cause her to be unNovember and he said that would be acceptable.
employable as she is seeking employment. Long
On December 31st, Donna received notice
ago, Trinity County citizens had a generous
from Megan Marshall, the new Assistant Diswidows and orphans fund and took care of them.
trict Attorney of Trinity County, that Donna
How low has the moral fiber of our county sunk
is to turn herself into the Trinity County Jail
to trespass on private property and threaten to
to be arrested and booked for allegedly violatarrest a widow over trash on her deck? This is
ing California Fish & Game Code 5652 (a) &
just one more story of a government gone wild
(b) for alleged disposal of garbage and abanoverreaching their authority and the intent of
donment of a vehicle within 150 feet of the
laws.
creek behind her home. The notice said that if
Donna did not turn herself in to be arrested,
a warrant may be issued for her arrest. Donna
has never been arrested in her life and was
frightened, all alone at the mercy of aggressive
government tactics. In desperation Donna called
the Trinity Gazette and the editor suggested she
contact a criminal attorney. Several attorneys
quoted retainers for thousands of dollars, out of
Donna’s reach with her small widow’s benefits
as her only income. Volunteer Trinity Gazette
staff members along with Kay Graves and her
children went to Donna’s home to help document the facts of the case and to see what actions
could be taken to resolve the issue. Posted on
the front door of the Davis home was a Notice of
Eviction from the bank. The house was no longer
hers but Donna was determined to still address
the issue. The deck had about 6 bags of recyclable bottles and cans and two small garbage cans.
They re-bagged the recyclables in hefty bags for
removal. No garbage or trash of any kind was
found near the creek which was well fenced off
and gated. Pictures were taken. Kay Graves with Creek behind Davis home - no trash, no abandoned truck
the help of a neighbor’s tape measured that the
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America’s Most Important
Property Rights Legislation

By Mark J. Fitzgibbons stepped Delegate Bob Marshall, well-known as perhaps
merican Thinker has
the most principled constitucovered the saga of Virginia tional conservative in the Virfarmer Martha Boneta, who
ginia legislature. Marshall has
was cited in 2012 by Fauintroduced HB 1219, a landquier County government and mark remedies bill that relies
threatened with $5,000 peron old and recent precedent
day fines for hosting a prito hold abusive government
vate birthday party for eight in check. The essence of HB
10-year-old girls without a
1219 is that it makes local
permit, and advertising pump- government and even govkin carvings -- even though
ernment officials subject to
she had a business license.
consequences for their abuses
Boneta’s tiny farm store
of rights, but in no way
where she sold organic vegimpedes proper uses of zonetables, beeswax candles
ing authority. Under the bill,
and fibers from her over-100 citizens who sue when lorescued animals was shut
calities violate constitutional
down as she took a principled rights through zoning abuses
course of action to fight the
can be awarded damages
county. Every day local gov- including attorney fees. Local
ernments across the country
governments that intentionabuse zoning laws to bully
ally violate rights face stiffer
citizens, and violate property penalties. Local officials who
and other constitutionally
intentionally violate this law
protected rights. Most of
are subject to liability. Federthese abuses are never known al precedent includes the law
by the general public because codified at 42 U.S.C. 1983
citizens lack the resources to and 1988, where citizens can
challenge these violations, or sue for damages and attorney
fear fighting back because of fees when state actors violate
the well-known propensity of constitutional rights “under
government to retaliate.
color of state law,” meaning
Citizens often concede to
under the guise of state law.
these abuses, and part little by HB 1219 creates whistlelittle -- or a whole lot, literblower protections for local
ally and figuratively -- with
officials who come forward
their rights. The U.S. Suwith violations of this law,
preme Court recently called
and allows the state attorney
some local abuses of zoning general to intervene on behalf
or land use laws “extortive.” of victims of government
Local governments have vast abuse. The bill also instructs
opportunity to violate rights
courts to nullify local ordion private property because
nances that violate constituthey exercise zoning power
tional rights. Localities would
through land use laws.
now have better incentive to
Predatory local bureaucrats
write ordinances that comply
and anti-property rights
with our supreme, fundacrusaders masquerading as
mental and paramount law,
environmental groups figured the Constitution, in the first
out that it is easy to override place. People will say that
property rights at the local
courts already have this powgovernment level. In Willie
er to nullify unconstitutional
Sutton terms, that’s where
laws. True. But in the name
the control is. The National
of judicial restraint, courts
Association of Counties, for too often defer to inferior
example, works more and
laws that violate our supreme
more with the Obama adlaw, which allows legislaministration to implement
tive bodies to trample on our
by executive order intrusive
rights. Here, the inferior law
climate change and other
eliminates that foible.
invasive regulation at the lo- Constitutionalists especially
cal and national levels. Into
will like the next provision. It
this issue of local government is that local ordinances do not
abuses of property rights has have a presumption of con-

A

“Who is
The Trinity Watchdog?”
you ask.
Look in the mirror!
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stitutional validity. In a 1981
constitutional challenge to a
zoning ordinance, the VirBy Philip Hodges
ginia Supreme Court declared
that local ordinances have
Part of the United Nations’ Agenda 21 is the abolia presumption of validity,
tion of private property. Confiscation of private prophence a presumption of con- erty will be done under the guise of “sustainability.”
stitutionality. This presump- They’ll argue that having a large plot of land is an
tion is not created by statute, inefficient use of the land, and that your land would be
but by the judiciary, and
better used if it were developed into something else.
places the burden on citizens Perhaps they’d prefer that a mass transit rail run right
to prove that laws are uncon- through your property. So they’d take your property
stitutional rather than making over through eminent domain, forcing your out of
government prove that their your own house and off your property to somewhere
laws are constitutional, or
else where they have much more dense housing, and
at least start the case from a
use the land that was previously yours as they saw fit.
level playing field. The reThese types of tyrannical gestures are being implespective supreme courts have mented around our country at the local level. In Caliaccorded state and federal
fornia, there is a law that’s awaiting Governor Brown’s
statutes a presumption of
signature that would institute an agency at the county
constitutionality. Some legal level that could seize private property basically on a
scholars including Professor whim and using “sustainability” as the excuse. Writing
Randy Barnett have criticized for the San Rafael Patch, Richard Hall sums up SB 1
that presumption, even call- here:
ing it unconstitutional. But,
A city mayor or county supervisor forms a new joint
state and federal laws at least powers authority called a “Sustainable Communities
go through a constitutional
Investment Authority” (SCIA), they appoint elected ofprocess of two legislative
ficials to serve on the SCIAs board. If you live within
chambers and a threat of
1/2 mile of a bus that runs every 15 minutes during
executive veto. It is that con- peak commutes, or the SMART train or Caltrain in a
stitutional structure -- checks single family home neighborhood your neighborhood
and balances -- on which the can be targeted by the SCIA as inefficient land use and
presumption is based. Local “blighted” as it is not high density multi-family housordinances do not go through ing. Almost everyone reading this in Marin (apart from
such a constitutional process, some Steve Kinsey constituents in Western Marin) is
but may be passed merely
therefore affected – I have seen the map with these 1/2
by a vote of three out of five mile radiuses and it covers almost all Marinites. The
elected officials in some
SCIA can then wield the power of eminent domain
localities. That’s hardly a
to purchase unused, for sale or even occupied land in
basis for giving ordinances a order to build high-density multi-family housing – that
presumption of constitutional it deems to be efficient land use. The SCIA can then
validity. In the first century
impose local taxes on us to pay not just for the eminent
of our American republic,
domain purchases but to help the land developer build
citizens could sue and obtain by subsidizing the building of high density housing.
damages from federal ofIn order to meet criteria in SB1 allowing imposition of
ficials who exceeded their
local taxes the SCIA must impose “a sustainable parklegal authority. This had the ing standards ordinance that restricts parking in transit
effect of making officials at
priority project areas to encourage transit use to the
least think twice before over- greatest extent feasible.” Yes you read that right, “to
reaching. HB 1219 includes the greatest extent feasible.” This could mean anything
remedies for ultra vires acts, from reducing available parking, to introducing parkmeaning acting in excess of
ing permits and parking meters.
one’s legal authority. Any
This is, of course, nothing less than communism.
good remedies law should be They just don’t call it communism.
intended to prevent the need They call it “social justice.”
for litigation in the first place
by creating disincentives for SUPERVISOR FENLEY HAS EMOTIONAL
bad behavior. Bob Marshall’s TANTRUM IN ANSWER TO 4TH RECALL
continued from pg 1
remedies bill does that by
nector Road; project increased from $4.5 million to
putting arrows in the quiver
of any citizen bullied by local over $14 million dollars for roughly 1.3 miles of road.
•Refusing to place Eastside Connector measure on the
governments. It’s a model
ballot.
that other state legislatures
•Failing to be transparent, disregarding public input
should replicate, and soon.
Read more: http://www.amer- and often operating in closed door sessions.
•Creating an R.V. Ordinance that restricts the use of
icanthinker.com/2014/01/
R.V.s and tent camping on private property; limits
americas_most_important_
property_rights_legislation. placement of recreational vehicles to be permissible
only on parcels 2.5 acres or larger.
html
•Illegally preventing access by citizens to County’s
financial records.

Agenda 21: California Law Would
Abolish Private Property

California’s Gun Confiscation
Program Hits
Firearm Owners
Hard

ROSEVILLE, CA — Following numerous
reports of improper arrests and firearm seizures throughout California, Roseville-based
gun rights group The Calguns Foundation
has issued a new warning to gun owners in
the Golden State. “Gun confiscation efforts
pushed by Attorney General Kamala Harris have apparently led to unconstitutional
arrests of regular, non-prohibited gun owners as well as the seizure of their firearms
and ammunition,” said Brandon Combs, the
group’s executive director and creator of the
Foundation’s DOJ Watch project. California’s Armed Prohibited Persons System, or
‘APPS’, firearms confiscation program was
funded in 2013 through Senate Bill 140, authored by state legislators including San Diego-based senator Joel Anderson (R-Alpine).
SB 140 re-appropriated money paid by gun
buyers for background checks to APPS law
enforcement actions, including the one which
took firearms from Bakersfield, California
resident Michael Merritt. “These frightening raids, often carried out by heavily armed
DOJ agents and local law enforcement agencies, aren’t just hitting violent criminals,”
noted Combs. “What a sad day it is when
even elderly law-abiding people need to be
on the lookout for Ms. Harris’ gun-grabbing
goons.” Should you be contacted by law enforcement, be polite but prepared to exercise
your rights. For instance, should a warrant
be served upon you, do not physically resist
the officers but do remain silent and contact
your attorney as soon as possible. Do not
consent to any search and remember that you
are not required to volunteer information or
open locked containers. As part of its ongoing efforts to defend gun owners from malicious and improper prosecutions, The Calguns Foundation operates a Help Hotline for
firearms related legal issues. Should you be
the target of the DOJ’s APPS gun confiscation efforts or any other firearms-related law
enforcement encounter, detainment, or arrest
while in California, the Foundation suggests
the following:
● Never consent to a search
● Exercise your right to remain silent
● Contact CGF’s Help Hotline through the online form at www.calgunsfoundation.org/hotline or call (800) 556-2109, open 24/7/365
● If you need immediate
legal assistance, please
contact an attorney
The Calguns Foundation is a 501(c)3
non-profit organization that serves its
members,supporters, and the public through
educational, cultural, and judicial efforts to
defend and advance 2nd Amendment and
related civil rights.

“The two enemies of the people are
criminals and government, so let us
tie the second down with the chains
of the Constitution so the second
will not become the legalized
version of the first.”
Thomas Jefferson
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Why Vote?

When the kids were first learning to ride horses they all had
the same complaint: “The horse
won’t go where I want”. Well,
that is what the reins are for.
Even the sweet horse won’t go
where you want, if you don’t
let her know. The not-so-sweet
horse has to be fought with to
get him to go where you wanted; and still you didn’t always
get to where you wanted to go.
Voting is not a privilege. Voting is a responsibility of the
people. Voting is a part of the
work that is required by a free
people to remain free. In other
counties, people risk death for
the chance to vote. Not only
have we not fulfilled our responsibility, we take it for granted.
Suppose you find a candidate
you would like for an office.
You can help that candidate
while they are running. You
can get hundreds of people to
like that candidate. But if those
people do not vote; it amounts
to nothing but talk.
Having the right to vote means
nothing if you do not use it. If
you want your voice heard then
VOTE! Freedom isn’t free.
“Elections belong to the people. It’s their decision. If they
decide to turn their back on the
fire and burn their behinds, then
they will just have to sit on their
blisters.” ― Abraham Lincoln

One Woman’s Point of View: Personal Responsibility
By Yvonne Storkey

I

don’t know if you, as I, have noticed a very unattractive trait of many people today: a sense of entitlement. As
if simply because they exist, someone ought to be feeding them, clothing them, housing them, fulfilling their
wishes, and not just basically, but luxuriously. Sometimes it seems as if the work ethic of previous times is in
danger of extinction.
On the other hand, this trend I deplore could be seen as merely a symptom of a longer-lasting trend, that we the
human species are entitled to this planet, and everything on it exists merely to gratify our desires. The suicidal
short-sightedness of that outlook can be seen all round us, in the devastation of seas, forests, land. We are approaching the demeaning accomplishment of poisoning our own food, air and water to the extent of destroying
our planet.
As human beings, our job is custodian, not destroyer. The American Indians understood this very clearly, as do
many other remnants of tribes still hanging on in far corners of the world. Logically, our intelligence should allow us to see this is our job, and that the planet cannot go on being ravaged by our blind selfishness indefinitely.
And if by our failure to assume our proper role in life, we are close to destroying our planet for good, we are also
letting down our own species by failing to govern ourselves responsibly. As a species, we felt free to write the
rules for the planet: how on earth, then, were we so insane as to rank human life of less importance than money
and the pursuit of power? Now, here in Trinity county, we see how the pursuit of money and power has apparently permitted our local government to run rampant.
It is easy to keep your head down, focus on your own business, and ignore what is going on ‘out there’ as being
on too large a scale for one person to influence. But as with ravaging our planet’s resources, that way of living
is both short-sighted and doomed to failure. Sooner or later, a corrupt local government will trip you up in your
own business, and you’ll discover it is your business after all.
The founding fathers of America knew this, that’s why they wrote the Constitution. The Constitution is the finest achievement of Western civilization, not the motor car or the hamburger. And it is not ‘out there’, it affects
every one of us, and how we hope to live our lives, with freedom of beliefs, occupation, property rights.
The few currently engaged in putting a stop to the alleged criminal activities of local government deserve more
than just our thanks. They deserve our active support. Because it is not just affecting someone else, it affects us
all directly. As John Donne said, ‘No man is an island....Ask not for whom the bell tolls, it tolls for thee’.
Humankind has been around for many, many thousands of years. Isn’t it about time we grew up? And part of
growing up is about taking responsibility: for ourselves as individuals; for our behavior as a functioning, sustainable civilization; and for the welfare of the abused planet on which we live.
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People of Trinity County no longer
own Courthouse & Juvenile Center
Trinity taxpayers now pay
RENT for these at 8.5%
interest on
$4.5 million for 20 years

nearly freeze to death, EPA pushes to criminaldstoves
nment bureaucracy would seek to impose insane
during the dead of winter, but that’s Washinton,
- short on common sense, high on authoritariank with power. That’s the only way to explain a
mental Protection Agency proposal to impose
n new heat stoves, as reported by Fox News:
nvironmental Protection Agency has proposed
s for wood stoves that would reduce the maxiof fine particulate emissions allowed for new
2015 and 2019. The Fairbanks Daily News
aper further reported: The EPA’s much-anticiove regulations are proposed to go into effect
e country in 2015, requiring newly manufactured
maximum emissions by more than a third. Those
uld tighten dramatically in 2019. Maybe wood
he same in Washington, D.C. The new proposed
ly come as a result of “increasing research and
ne particulate air pollution,” the paper continued,
wn as PM 2.5. The agency said such particulate
en linked to long-term negative health impacts,
lung disease - though there is nothing from EPA
t the negative health effects of, say, freezing to
seems to be of particular interest to the agency,
s to be saying that, despite its distance from the
Alaska is still not too far away to be messed with
tyrants who draw paychecks from Alaskan taxl as those “in the lower 48.” From the Miner:
North Pole have been struggling to meet the
ution standards, with much of the focus being
od burning as the primary source of PM 2.5. The
dline of 2014, but compliance isn’t expected to
r a number of years. Under current regulations, a
wood stove meets EPA certification if it pron 7.5 grams of PM 2.5 per hour. The new rules
those emissions to be trimmed down to 4.5
2.5 for all stoves made after the date the regulao into effect. Presumably, the physics behind the
ich wood in a fireplace is burned will remain the

lators, apparently in an effort to head off the
oposed regulations that would set a limit of 2.5
2.5 for all heaters in areas that are deemed incahing the EPA’s limitations:

ation for its limits, the Alaska Department of
al Conservation wrote that the EPA’s current
which were first adopted in 1988, are no longer

rol... wood heaters!

oses more stringent emission standards for
ating devices than those currently adopted by
the existing federal emission standards have
inue to be inadequate to prevent deterioration of
Alaska and exceedances of (National Ambient
tandards),” the state agency’s justification docus reported by the Miner.

expect, right now, only a small portion of stoves
“certified stove list” (yes, they actually have one
can only use these kinds of stoves’ list) would
requirements.

By Scott Lively and Kevin Abrams SPECIAL 5TH
EDITION, Chapter One: THE HOMOSEXUAL
ROOTS OF THE NAZI PARTY - [Excerpt]
t was a quiet night in Munich. The people moving along the streets in the heart of the city were
grim. They walked heads down, hands deep in the
pockets of their frayed coats. All around, the spirit
of defeat hung like a pall in the evening air; it was
etched on the faces of the out-of-work soldiers on
every street corner and in every café. Germany had
been defeated in the war, but it had been crushed by
the terms of the Versailles Treaty. Everywhere the
people were still mired in depression and despair,
several years after the humiliating surrender of
Kaiser Wilhelm. In this atmosphere the purposeful
stride of Captain Ernst Roehm seemed out of place.
But Roehm was accustomed to being different. A
homosexual with a taste for boys, Roehm was part
of a growing subculture in Germany which fancied
itself a superior form of German manhood. A large,
heavy man, Roehm had been a professional soldier
since 1906, and, after the war, had temporarily lent
his talents to a socialist terror organization called the
Iron Fist. On this night Roehm was on his way to
meet some associates who had formed a much more
powerful socialist organization. At the door of the
Bratwurstgloeckl, a tavern frequented by homosexual roughnecks and bully-boys, Roehm turned in and
joined the handful of sexual deviants and occultists
who were celebrating the success of a new campaign
of terror. Their organization, once known as the German Worker’s Party, was now called the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei, The National
Socialist German Worker’s Party— the Nazis.
Yes, the Nazis met in a “gay” bar. It was no coincidence that homosexuals were among those who
founded the Nazi Party. In fact, the party grew out of
a number of groups in Germany which were centers
of homosexual activity and activism. Many of the
characteristic rituals, symbols, activities and philosophies we associate with Nazism came from these
organzations or from contemporary homosexuals.
The extended-arm “Sieg Heil” salute, for example,
was a ritual of the Wandervoegel (“Wandering
Birds” or “Rovers”), a male youth society which
became the German equivalent of the Boy Scouts.
The Wandervoegel was started in the late 1800s by a
group of homosexual teenagers.
Its first adult leader, Karl Fischer, called himself “der
Fuehrer” (“the Leader”) (Koch:25f). Hans Blueher,
a homosexual Nazi philosopher and impotant early
member of the Wandervoegel, incited a sensation
in 1912 with publication of The German Wandervoegel Movement as an Erotic Phenomenon, which
told how the movement had become one in which
young boys could be introduced into the homosexual
lifestyle (Rector:39f). The Wandervoegel and other
youth organizations were later merged into the Hitler
Youth (which Itself became known among the populace as the “Homo Youth” because of rampant homosexuality. - Rector:52). Many of the Nazi emblems,
such as the swastika, the double lightning bolt “SS”
symbol, and even the inverted triangle symbol used
to identify classes of prisoners in the concentration
camps, originated among homosexual occultists in
Germany (some, such as the swastika, are actually
quite ancient symbols which were merely adopted
by these homosexual groups). In 1907, Jorg Lanz
Von Liebenfels, a former Cistercian monk whom the
church excommunicated because of his homosexual
activities (Sklar:19), flew the swastika flag above
his castle in Austria (Goodrick-Clarke:109). After
his expulsion from the church Lanz founded the
Ordo Novi Templi (“Order of the New Temple”)
which merged occultism with violent anti-Semitism.
A 1958 study of Lanz, Der Mann der Hitler die
Ideen gab (“The Man Who Gave Hitler His Ideas”),
by Austrian psychologist Wilhelm Daim, called Lanz
the true “father” of National Socialism.

I

“I certainly no longer believe that [the Nazi regime]
has enemies inside Germany. The majority of the
people is content, a small group accepts Hitler as the
lesser evil, no one really wants to be rid of him. . . .
And all are afraid for their livelihood, their life, all
are such terrible cowards.” ~Victor Klemperer (1936)

to be continued....

